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1. Introduction
A theoretical basis for understanding the density limit is of importance for a fusion reactor

as high edge densities will be needed for power handling. Basic aspects of the density limit can
be described by a simple two point power balance of the scrape off layer (SOL) [1,2]. This
model assumes pressure constancy and classical parallel electron thermal conductivity along
field lines and stable thermal equilibrium in front of divertor/limiter plates with detachment at
the density limit when power balance in front of the limiter can no longer be supported. The
radiation term in the power balance equation assumes radiation from carbon (coronal
equilibrium) in the SOL. The electron density and temperature measurements at the limiter and

last closed flux surface, together with the bulk density, temperature and radiation profiles are
the experimental quantities of interest. Using the 4 equations of the two point model for a limiter
machine [2] , the edge density, ns, as a function of electron temperature at the limiter, Tum, for

a given temperature fall off length, AT, and not power flux at the last closed flux surface, qL,
can be predicted.

In W7-AS a discharge with rising line integrated electron density reaching a density limit
is shown in Fig.1. The sudden degradation in confinement leading to a decrease in the
diamagnetic energy indicates the density limit. In contrast to tokamaks [3,4], current free
stellarators at the density limit do not suffer from MHD disruptions and can even recover to a
steady state.

This paper is a first attempt to apply the simple two point model to density limit
experiments in the W7~AS stellarator. The time dependent ASTRA code [5] was coupled to the
impurity transport code STRAHL [6] to facilitate modelling of the radiation profile measured by
bolometry. The addition of the simple two point model to ASTRA allowed time dependent
simulations of the measured density and temperature at the limiter.

2. Experiments and comparison with the two point model
A magnetic field scan from 0.6 T to 2.5 T in NBI discharges with 1100 kW absorbed

power, a rotational transform, L, of 0.43 and an upward density ramp was performed. At the
lowest and highest magnetic field the total radiated power is 35% and 70% of the input power
respectively. This procedure was repeated in discharges at 1.25 T and 2.5 T for absorbed
powers from 380 kW to 1440 kW with t = 0.34. The edge densities were taken to be 0.25 of

the line averaged density and these values are in good agreement with those from the lithium
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beam and Thomson scattering diagnostics.
The two point model was adapted for W7-AS and compared with data from these power

and magnetic field scans. From the difference between the input power and bolometer
measurements of the bulk radiated power, Q; can be calculated. The experimental observation
of rising radiated power and decreasing q_L with rising line integrated density means that a
critical edge density will be reached where qi is no longer sufficient to maintain power balance.
Shown in Fig.2, for a typical case in W7—AS with AT = 1,2 or 3 cm. and a connection length to
the limiter plate, LC. of 18 m, this maximum as at the density limit is plotted. It can be seen
from the magnetic field scan that for low magnetic field a A; > 3 cm is suggested, well above
the maximum indicated by scaling studies.

3. Scaling
The scaling of us with q; and Bo found by regression analysis, as shown in Fig. 3, is

ns = 0.52 qLow-0.2 B°0A3+l-°.15. This scaling can be compared to that found in density limit
studies for JET limiter discharges with coefficients of 0.66 and O.33_respectively [2]. The JET
scaling is close to that expected when Bohm diffusion is assumed for the scaling of AT. In the
case of the BD scan on W7-AS, the plasma is pushed up against the inboard limiters. To first
order it is expected that Le remains constant as a function of 130 so that the geometrical heat flux
enhancement factor, LJAT, on the left hand side of the power balance equation is not varying
significantly with Bo. In the case of the power scan series, obtaining probe measurements at the
limiter involves the compromise of using the upldown limiters which are tangential to the last
closed flux surface. This introduces the complication that LG will be a function of AT and Bo. It
may be possible to explain the stronger n5 scaling with B" in W7-AS and the apparently large
AT inferred in the above section by a detailed consideration of the Lc dependence of AT and Bo.

Compared to ASDEX and ASDEX Upgrade density limit discharges, the Greenwald limit
for W7~AS in the large aspect ratio, low beta circular approximation appears to be at least a
factor of 2 greater but because of the discussed configuration considerations in W7-AS, the
usual scaling may not be valid.

4. Transport simulations
The values of n; from the lithium beam and the measured radiation profiles to calculate qy

ware taken as inputs while a constant AT = 1.5 cm was assumed. The time evolution of
temperature and density measured by Langmuir probes in front of the limiter in the density limit
discharge at 2.5 T with 380 kW NBI input power can then be predicted and are compared to the
Langmuir probe measurements in Fig.4. The general features of a rising electron density and
falling electron temperature at the limiter can be reproduced and the collapse of the discharge
begins as the temperature at the limiter reaches 10 to 20 eV in both the simulation and
experiment. From the lithium beam measurements it is clear that the edge density rises
continuously to the point of the collapse in diamagnetic energy and that a sudden increase in the
density fall off length occurs in the collapsing phase of the discharge, while Langmuir probe
measurements indicate that the edge density remains constant for a further 50 ms in the
collapsing phase of the discharge.

Impurity puffing experiments were conducted to increase the radiated power and reduce
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the power flux so that a density limit could be reached in a similar discharge at a lower edge
density. In NBI discharges with 380 kW of deposited power at 2.5 T, nitrogen gas was
introduced. For this impurity, the radiation rate coefficient is strongest at 10 eV and with a
second maximum at 100 eV and total radiation is proportional to the impurity ion and electron
density. The impurity ion density profile for a given impurity flux rate assuming a diffusion
coefficient of 0.2 mzls and an inward pinch of 5r/a m/s as calculated by STRAHL and the
electron density profile measured by Thomson scattering or an 3 channel microae
interferometer allows the radiated power to be calculated. In discharges without nitrogen gas
puffing, carbon was assumed to be the dominant impurity, Impurity concentrations of 15% and
5% in discharges with and without impurity puffing were necessary to reproduce the total
radiated power preceding the collapse of the discharge at the density limit In discharges with
impurity puffing, toroidally separated bolometer cameras indicate that impurity gas injection
produces significantly more radiation in the vicinity of the gas inlet valve and MARFE
formation was observed. In diseharges where the impurity gas puffing was systematically
increased the density limit decreased.

5. Conclusions
Density limit discharges in power and magnetic field scans in W7 —AS have been

compared to the predictions of the two point model. At low magnetic field, a AT greater than 3
cm is inferred, well above the maximum indicated by sealing studies, A stronger n3 scaling
with 130 compared to JET is found. It is speculated that these two observations can be accounted
for by variations in Lc as a function of AT and BO. Transport simulations of the time evolution

of the density and temperature in front of the limiter according to the two point model were

found to reproduce the experimental features of a rising density and falling temperature
preceding the density limit. This implies that the limit to the maximum allowable edge density
for a given q J_ necessary to satisfy power balance, with the collapse occarring for a temperature
at the limiter of 10—20 eV, is the relevant mechanism determining the density limit in W7~AS.
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Fig 1. Diamagnetic energy, line integrated density ,
radiated power and net heatflux at the plasma edgefor
a density Iimz't shot, Discharge reaches density limit
a: 0,5 5 with a sudden fall in fine diamagnetic energy.
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Fig 2, Predicted maximum edge density as a
function of heatfimc value at the last Closedflux
surface for various vaiues of the remperarurefali of
length, AT, and LC 2 18 m with experimental point
from the power and B man.
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Fig. 3, Edge density at the density limit scaling
wirh repecr to the magnetic field and perpendicular
hearflru: with errors of +/-0.I5 and +/-0.2
respecxively in the power law caefi‘icienrs.
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Fig 4. Time evolution ofh‘mirer temperature and
density campared to the cafeulated vaIues from the
two point model. A! JO-ZDeV , the maximum
allowable edge density. :13, is reached and Ike
discharge collapses.


